UNDEFEATED BLUE BOMBERS GETTING SET TO SQUARE OFF AGAINST THE STAMPEDE.
WINNIPEG WON THE FIRST MEETING BACK IN WEEK SIX.
HOWEVER, THE BOMBERS HAVE NOT WON IN CALGARY SINCE NOVEMBER OF 2017, AND THAT WAS THE GAME THE STAMPS RESTED BO LEVI.
OUR COVERAGE BEGINS AT 7:00 EASTERN, 4:00 PACIFIC HERE ON TSN.

COMING INTO TODAY, AARON JUDGE ON PACE FOR 66 HOME RUNS IN 157 GAMES THIS SEASON.
YESTERDAY AARON JUDGE BECAME THE FIRST YANKEE SINCE 1961 TO REACH 40 HOME RUNS BEFORE THE END OF JULY.
2-0 YANKEES IN THE SECOND.
JUDGE AT THE DISH LOOKING TO KEEP THE HOT STREAK GOING.
>> HIGH DRIVE RIGHT FIELD.
MELNDEZ BACK ON THE TRACK.
SEE YA!
THERE'S 200.
ANOTHER HOME RUN FOR AARON JUDGE, NUMBER 42.
RBI 90, 91.
AMAZING!
>> HE IS ON FIRE.
JUDGE HITS HIS THIRD HOME RUN IN THE LAST 24 HOURS.
A LEAGUE-LEADING 42nd.
HE BECOMES THE FASTEST -- SECOND FASTEST PLAYER IN MLB HISTORY TO HIT 200 CAREER ADMINISTERS.
YANKEES -- HOME RUNS.
YANKEES UP 4-0.
LATER IN THE GAME, 6-2 FOR THE YANKS IN THE FIFTH.
BOBBY WITT JR. GOES DOWN SWINGING.
ONE OF THE ALL-STAR'S FIVE STRIKEOUTS ON THE DAY.
SOME HEAT OVER THE DISH.
7-2 IN THE SEVENTH INNING.
MATT CARPENTER SOLO HOME RUN.
HE TRAILS JUST JUDGE AND YORDAN ALVAREZ FOR MOST HOME RUNS.
YANKEES WIN 8-2.
>>> WITH HIS 42nd HOME RUN,
AARON JUDGE PASSES BABE RUTH FOR
THE MOST HOME RUNS BY A YANKEE
PLAYER BEFORE THE MONTH OF
AUGUST.
JUDGE IS THE FIRST PLAYER IN MLS
HISTORY WITH 12 HOMERS 23 HITS,
19 RUNS, AND 23 RBI IN ANY
14-GAME SPAN.
-- MLB.
>>> AND HELLO, CANADA.
I'M PAUL HOLLINGSWORTH.
WELCOME TO "SPORTSCENTRE."
THE BLUE JAYS IN BOUNCE-BACK
MODE TODAY AFTER DROPPING A 4-2
DECISION TO THE TIGERS ON
FRIDAY.
GOOD NEWS FOR THE JAYS BECAUSE
BOTH BO BICHETTE AND GEORGE
SPRINGER BACK IN IT'S LINEUP
AFTER MISSING LAST NIGHT'S GAME
BECAUSE OF INJURIES.
TO THE HIGHLIGHTS TODAY IN
TORONTO.
THIS WAS A GOOD ONE.
TIGERS-BLUE JAYS.
TORONTO AVERAGING 7.1 RUNS PER
GAME IN 12 CONTACTS SINCE JOHN
SCHNEIDER TOOK OVER.
OFFENCE GETS GOING EARLY.
VLADIMIR GUERRERO SHOWS OFF THE
WHEELS.
STEALS SECOND.
HIS SEVENTH CAREER STOLEN BASE.
TWO PITCHES LATER, LOURDES
GURRIEL JR. CASHES VLADDY IN
WITH THE SINGLE.
GURRIEL HITTING .390 THIS MONTH
COMING IN THE THREE SPOT WITH
ALEJANDRO KIRK TAKING AN OFF
DAY.
DESPITE GEORGE SPRINGER BEING
BACK IN THE LINEUP AFTER MISSING
FRIDAY'S GAME, HE DOESN'T LOOK
TOO COMFORTABLE IN HIS SECOND
AT-BAT.
FOULS ONE OFF, IMMEDIATELY DROPS HIS ARM.
SPRINGER HAS MISSED 12 GAMES THIS YEAR.
IN THIS AT-BAT HE EVENTUALLY WALKS.
BACK IN THE DUGOUT, AFTER THE INNING, SPRINGER BUMPS ELBOWS WITH GURRIEL AND REACTS PAINFULLY AFTER DOING SO. THE JAYS' CENTRE FIELDER DEFINITELY NOT 100%.
WEIRD MOMENT IN THE FIFTH.
PITCH UP AND IN ON JONATHAN SCHOOP.
NO ONE'S SURE IF IT HIT HIM OR THE KNOB OF THE BAT, SO THE JAYS THROW IT AROUND AND THE UMPS CALL IT A DOUBLE PLAY.
THE TIGERS CHALLENGE SAYING IT HIT SCHOOP'S HAND.
THE UMPIRE OVERRULES THE CALL, OVERTURNS THE CALL, LOADING THE BASES, LEADS TO TWO DETROIT RUNS IN THE INNING.
JAYS' FANS HOLDING THEIR BREATH IN THE SIXTH.
VLADDY TAKES A PITCH OFF THE WRIST.
GOES DOWN HARD.
NOT WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE, ESPECIALLY AFTER ALEK MANOAH LEFT THE GAME WITH A COMEBACKER ON FRIDAY.
GARR WOULD BE OKAY -- GUERRERO WOULD BE OKAY.
STILL IN THE INNING, TEOSCAR HERNANDEZ WITH TWO MEN ON, SMOKES A NO-DOUBTER.
STRAIGHTAWAY CENTRE FIELD.
14th HOME RUN.
49th RBI.
CLUTCH.
THREE-RUN SHOT AND THAT GIVES THE JAYS THE 5-3 LEAD IN THIS GAME.
BLUE JAYS GO ON TO WIN THIS GAME 5-3 IS THE FINAL SCORE OVER DETROIT.
SINCE RETURNING TO THE DOME LAST
JULY, THE JAYS -- IN JULY, RATHER, THE JAYS ARE 14-1 WHEN TEOSCAR HERNANDEZ HITS A HOME RUN.
THAT GOES BACK TO LAST JULY.
IT'S THE THIRD TIME IN HIS LAST FIVE STARTS THAT ROSS STRIPLING HAS FAILED TO GO FIVE INNINGS.
AMONG PITCHERS WITH AT LEAST 20 STARTS AT THE DOME, DREW HUTCHISON HAS THE BEST WINNING PERCENTAGE EVER.
HE LEFT IN LINE WITH THE WIN SATURDAY AFTER DEREK LAW BLEW IT.
>>> POST-GAME FROM THIS LATER ON IN OUR SHOW.
>>> GUARDIANS-RAYS.
FIRST INNING, BRANDON LOWE TAKES IT YARD.
TWO-RUN SHOT, DEEP BACK, LONG.
THAT'S LOWE'S SEVENTH OF THE YEAR, 414-FOOT ROCKET MAKES IT 2-0.
RAYS ARE 40 AND 5 WHEN THEY SCORE FIRST -- 15 WHEN THEY SCORE FIRST.
ON TO THE FIFTH INNING.
YANDY DIAZ GETS IN ON THE ACTION.
TAKES PLESAC OVER THE WALL IN LEFT FIELD.
ANOTHER NO-DOUBTER.
HIS FIFTH HOME RUN OF THE SEASON.
ANOTHER TWO-RUN BLAST FOR THE RAYS PUTS HIM UP 5-1.
THE RAYS WOULD HANG ON AND WIN THIS ONE 6-4 IS THE FINAL SCORE IN TAMPA BAY.
>>> HOW ABOUT THE BREWERS AND THE RED SOX?
TOP OF THE FIRST, RUNNER ON THIRD FOR.
>> Ravi: RAFAEL DOLIS. GETS AN RBI SINGLE.
THAT'S THE SLOWEST BALL PELL HIS HAS HIT IN HIS CAREER -- TELUS -- WITH AN EXTRA PHILOSOPHY OF 44 MILES PER
HOUR.

LURE ATTEMPTS TO PICK HIM OFF.
DURANT IS CALLED SAFE, BUT THE
FIRST BASE UMPIRE IS QUICK TO
CORRECT HIMSELF AFTER MAKING THE
SAFE CALL.
The UMP PUNCHES DURANT OUT.
HE IS OUT.
TOP OF THE SECOND.,
>> Omar: NOVEMBER AT THE DISH.
HOME RUN DEEP AND BACK, GONE.
HIS FOURTH, SPENDS THE BREWERS'
LEAD --
>> Omar: -- PLAY CONTINUES.

>>> AMERICAN LEAGUE WILD CARD
STANDINGS LOOK LIKE THIS.
The JAYS HOLDING ON TO THE FIRST
WILD CARD SPOT, BUT STILL WELL
BACK OF THE YANKEES IN THE A.L.
EAST.
OF THE 61 GAMES REMAINING FOR
THE BLUE JAYS, 39 ARE AGAINST AL
EAST OPPONENTS.

>>> SEATTLE, BY THE WAY, HANGING
ON TO A PLAYOFF POSITION TRYING
TO MAKE THE PLAYOFFS FOR THE

>>> IT IS CELEBRATION TIME.

>> THEY HAVE PUT THE WIND BACK
IN WINNIPEG -- WIN BACK IN
WINNIPEG.
The BLUE BOMBERS, 2019 GREY CUP
CHAMPIONS.

>> SECOND AND 18.
NEARLY INTERCEPTED AND IN!
AND IT'S OVER!
>> CHAMPS REMAIN CHAMPS.

>> THIS TEEM IS FINDING WAYS TO
GET IT DONE, AND THAT'S WHAT
CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS DO.
>> INTO THE HANDS OF WILLIE
JEFFERSON.
JEFFERSON TO THE END ZONE.
TOUCHDOWN, WINNIPEG!

>> THEY DON'T HAVE MANY WEAK
SPOTS.

>> AS THE WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS
REMAIN PERFECT ON THE SEASON,
THEY'RE 7-0.

>>> SO FAR THE BLUE BOMBERS'
SEASON HAS BEEN A SLICE OF PERFECTION.
THEY ARE 7-0 TO START THE CFL SEASON, BUT FACING A TOUGH TASK GOING UP AGAINST THE STAMPEDERS WHO ARE COMING OFF THEIR SECOND BYE WEEK.
WINNIPEG BEAT CALGARY TWO WEEKS AGO 26-19.
TONIGHT A CLUTCH AND KEY REMATCH.
HERE'S KATE BEIRNESS AND THE CFL PANEL.
>>> ALONG SIDE DAVIS SANCHEZ, MATT DUNIGAN, MILT STEGALL AS WE GET SET FOR THE MARQUEE GAME OF WEEK NUMBER EIGHT.
THE BLUE BOMBERS TAKING ON THE CALGARY STAMPEDERS.
A REMATCH FROM JUST TWO WEEKS AGO.
NOW, ONE OF THE BIGGEST PLAYERS IN THAT GAME, GREG ELLINGSON, NOT IN THIS ONE.
SO THE QUESTION IS, MILT, WHO SHOULD BE THE IMPACT PLAYER IN THIS GAME TONIGHT?
>> FOR THE CALGARY STAMPEDERS IT HAS TO BE KAMAR JORDEN, AND IF WE GO BACK TO THE LAST TIME THEY PLAYED, HE HAD ONE CATCH FOR SEVEN YARDS DURING THE GAME. BUT HE HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO ERASE ALL THAT WITH THEIR LAST OFFENSIVE PLAY.
IT WAS A GREAT THROW BY BO LEVI MITCHELL.
EVERYONE THOUGHT HE CAUGHT THE BALL AND THEN HE HIT THE GROUND. IT BOUNCED UP AND INTERCEPTED. IT BROUGHT BACK MEMORIES OF THE 2017 GREY CUP WHERE HE CAUGHT THE BALL, HE FUMBLED IT, CATCHES ONE, RETURNED IT FOR A TOUCHDOWN.
SO NOW HE HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ERASE ALL THAT.
KAMAR JORDEN, WE KNOW WHAT TYPE OF PLAYER HE IS.
HE'S ONE OF THE BEST ROUTE
RUNNERS.
HE CAN MAKESOME PLAYS.
HE HAD -- SOME PLAYS.
HE HAD TWO WEEKS TO THINK ABOUT IT.
THAT'S A LONG TIME.
GOING UP AGAINST THE DEFENDING BACK-TO-BACK GREY CUP CHAMPIONS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO ERASE WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK, AND EVEN WHAT HAPPENED IN THE 2017 GREY CUP.
SO FOR ME IT'S KAMAR JORDEN HAVING A BIG GAME.
>> NIGHT TO FORGET A COUPLE WEEKS AGO FOR THAT YOUNG MAN. TANNED HAPPENS.
YOU PLAY LONG ENOUGH, YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE GAMES LIKE THAT, YOU KNOW.
>> INDEED.
>> I'M GOING WITH [Speaking Indigenous Language] KEMP FOR THE -- NIC DEMSKI FOR THE WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS.
HE'S BACK IN THE LINEUP.
A BIG-TIME CONTRIBUTOR.
HE WAS A WESTERN DIVISION ALL-STAR NOMINEE LAST YEAR.
HE WAS NOMINEE FOR THE -- HE WAS THE BOMBER'S MOST OUTSTANDING CANADIAN CHOICE LAST YEAR.
THIS KID IS A UTILITY NIGHT AND A COMFORT FOR ZACH COLLAROS OR ANY QUARTERBACK FOR THAT MATTER BECAUSE HE CAN RUN.
HE CAN CATCH IT.
MAKE PEOPLE MISS.
GETS YOU THE TOUGH YARDS AFTER THE CATCH.
I THINK NIC DEMSKI IS A GUY THAT IT'S ONE THING TO HAVE HIM OUT OF UNIFORM AS A PRESENCE IN THE LOCKER ROOM AND DURING GAMES, AND ANOTHER THING TO HAVE HIM IN THE PUTTING WITH THE YOUNG RECEIVING CORPS MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
I THINK HE'LL BE A BIG DIFFERENCE TONIGHT FOR ZACH
COLLAROS.

>> BO HAS MORE WEAPONS THAN ZACK DOES, I BELIEVE, AND THAT’S THE ADVANTAGE OR A BIG ADVANTAGE THE CALGARY STAMPEDEERS HAVE IS THE WEAPONS THEY HAVE.

IF BO IS PROTECTED HE CAN GET THE BALL TO THE WEAPONS.

DEREK DENNIS, I BELIEVE.

AND THE OTHER TACKLE, IT'S CRUCIAL THESE GUYS -- WE KNOW